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Abstract
This paper presents and studies a reliable broad-
cast protocol for a group of mobile nodes forming an
ad-hoc wireless network. The protocol assumes what
is seemingly the weakest restriction on node mobility.
A node can remain detached from others for an ar-
bitrary amount of time that is bounded by an unknown
constant, and connects with an arbitrarily chosen node
for a duration with a small and known lower bound.
Under these conditions, node movements may make it
hard to construct and maintain a viable routing struc-
ture. Consequently, our protocol does not attempt to
construct such structures, nor does it attempt to sense
or assume the likely pattern of topological changes.
Instead it works by decentralising the task of packet
dissemination among all nodes. In addition, its design
places due emphasis on low packet overhead, adaptiv-
ity to perceived network conditions, and small broad-
cast latency. Simulations confirm these design objec-
tives and correctness proofs validate the protocol.
1. Introduction
As in traditional distributed computing, a reliable
broadcast service can simplify the development of col-
laborative applications on Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
(MANETs). Reliable broadcast guarantees the deliv-
ery of a broadcast message to all intended destinations.
When this service is offered at the network level, appli-
cation developers requiring better than best-effort de-
livery guarantees are relieved from having to imple-
ment this functionality at the application level, where
it can often be error prone and costly. In the MANET
environment, these difficulties are further exacerbated
by rapid changes in network topology and the resource
constraints inherent in mobile nodes.
In recent years a number of reliable broadcast pro-
tocols have been proposed which cope with the inher-
ent complexity of the MANET environment in differ-
ing ways. They fall into two broad categories: pro-
tocols that offer probabilistic [5][13][6] delivery guar-
antees and protocols that provide deterministic relia-
bility guarantees [8][9][14][15]. The latter guarantee
that each broadcast is delivered to all, while the for-
mer typically provide analytically predictable proba-
bilistic guarantees, but do so with bounded termina-
tion time and with relatively low packet overheads in
a wide range of scenarios. In this paper we are con-
cerned with guaranteeing delivery to all destinations.
The existing protocols that offer delivery guaran-
tees suffer from two common problems. First, they
incur large packet overheads when the mobility of the
network increases beyond a fairly low threshold. Our
experience [4][16] in working with both best effort
and, in particular, reliable protocols suggests that the
cause of this problem can be attributed to the rout-
ing structures (e.g., a routing tree) which the protocols
construct, maintain and rely on. Guaranteeing packet
delivery with a low packet overhead requires that the
routing structures stay valid not only for the dissem-
ination of data packets, but also for acknowledgment
packets to be returned. The integrity of such structures
however, remains vulnerable to even modest changes
in network topology. When these structures break, the
protocols need to repair the structures. These repair
mechanisms often involves heavy packet overheads,
and in the worst case the protocols resort to flooding
both data packets as well as acknowledgments around
the network. An example of this is the use of “flood-
ack” messages in [14].
The second problem is that the protocols tend to im-
pose or assume restrictive mobility conditions so that
delivery guarantees can be met. An example is the
“Liveness property” of [9] which requires the network
structure to “remain constant for long enough” so that
a node can receive and acknowledge at least one of
the packets it is due to receive. Imposing such restric-
tive mobility conditions unattractively narrows down
the MANET application domain where the protocols
can be used. As MANET nodes have to move in a
manner dictated by the task at hand, often in adverse-
rial circumstances such as disaster relief, battlefield,
etc, it is highly undesirable if the software running on
nodes were to impose stringent requirements on node
movements, for example requiring soldiers in a battle-
field to move only in certain ways, potentially risking
their lives.
Ideally a reliable broadcast protocol should not im-
pose any restrictions on the topological changes which
a MANET can possibly undergo. However, if node
movements lead to a permanent partitioning of the
network, where no node in one partition of the net-
work is ever able to contact any node in another parti-
tion, no broadcast (or unicast for that matter) protocol
can guarantee packet delivery. It thus appears that the
weakest requirement which a MANET needs to sat-
isfy for delivery guarantees to be met is: any partition
that might occur should not be permanent; partitioned
subnetworks should re-connect after some finite (but
not necessarily known) amount of time and the recon-
nection should last at least for a small, known amount
of time. The protocol presented here, called the Au-
tograph protocol, imposes only this weakest require-
ment, called the minimal liveness requirement, on a
MANET.
A design consequence of imposing only the min-
imal liveness requirement is that the protocol can
make no assumptions about the availability of paths
on which data packets could be sent and acknowledg-
ments received. This means that the protocol must
explicitly decentralise both the burden of delivering a
given packet and the ability to deduce successful de-
livery once the packet has been delivered to all des-
tinations. Decentralisation implies that the broadcast
source is no longer solely responsible for successful
delivery and that any node that has received the packet
might have to assume this responsibility. Once a node
becomes responsible for a packet, it periodically trans-
mits the packet until it is relieved of its responsibility
for that packet. Relieving a node of its responsibility
happens when one or more nodes consider themselves
to be in a better position take up the responsibility, or
the responsible node itself deduces successful deliv-
ery. The ability to deduce successful delivery is ac-
complished through the use of a scheme, called the au-
tograph scheme, which allows nodes to autonomously
make this decision. The scheme works by exploit-
ing the multi-hop nature of packet transmissions in
MANETs and will be explained in detail in a subse-
quent section.
Decentralisation of responsibility for successful de-
livery can lead to a situation wherein all nodes take up
the responsibility and periodically transmit the packet;
we call this situation GLobally Active Dissemination,
or GLAD for short. Obviously, the occurrence of
GLAD results in a very high packet overhead and
should be avoided if at all possible. We found, how-
ever, that GLAD is necessary to achieve packet deliv-
ery in some adverserial network conditions. (We later
prove that any reliable protocol that assumes only the
minimal liveness requirement must have executions
in which all nodes except at most one do the peri-
odic transmissions for some bounded, but unknown,
amount of time). An implication of this finding is that
the best a protocol can do is to attempt to achieve
successful delivery using a low overhead technique,
while retaining the ability to resort to limited periods
of GLAD in the extreme cases which warrant it. The
Autograph protocol does this by initially keeping the
number of responsible nodes small and after a while,
if successful delivery is not achieved, increasing this
number until GLAD occurs.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: We
present a novel, reliable broadcast protocol that as-
sumes only the minimal liveness requirement. The
protocol attempts to minimize the packet overhead by
separating the issues of originating a packet and guar-
anteeing its delivery, and by carefully addressing the
latter issue. It is proved to be correct if the mini-
mal liveness requirement holds. Its behaviour is simu-
lated for a set of wide-ranging mobility scenarios and
the results observed are very attractive. Finally, we
prove that any reliable protocol that assumes only the
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minimal liveness requirement must have executions in
which all nodes except at most one do periodic trans-
missions for some bounded, but unknown, amount of
time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: sec-
tion 2 presents the problem definition and the net-
work model including the minimal liveness require-
ment. Section 3 identifies the design issues and de-
scribes how they are addressed. A detailed descrip-
tion of the Autograph protocol with an example and an
optimization are in Section 4. Section 5 presents our
simulation results highlighting the effectiveness of the
protocol under a wide range of scenarios. The last sec-
tion concludes the paper and highlights future work.
2. Network Model and problem definition
The network N consists of n nodes, N0, N1, ...,
Nn−1. The nodes have similar computation, storage
and transmission capabilities, communicating by us-
ing the omni-directional wireless transmit function-
ality of a CSMA/CA-like MAC layer protocol (e.g.
IEEE 802.11b).
The following assumptions are made:
1. Each node has a unique ID
2. The size of the network, n, is known to all
nodes.
3. Nodes do not crash, nor leave the network
permanently.
4. Nodes have identical wireless range.
Unique IDs for nodes are trivially achieved in an IP
network where the IP or MAC addresses can be used
as node IDs. They can also be similarly obtained for
most other networks. Knowing the size of the network
supposes that the nodes form a group and collaborate
with each other on a common goal. Assumption 3 as-
sures that the group membership is static and thus re-
lieves us (for now) from having to deal with member-
ship changes. Assumption 4 simplifies the formulation
of the minimal liveness requirement to be described
shortly.
The protocol solves the broadcast problem defined
as follows:
Reliable Broadcast Problem: Given a network N
in which any node can initiate at any time, say t0, the
broadcast of a data packet, denoted as m, the following
properties are guaranteed for m:
(i) Integrity: a node that delivers m (to a
higher level application) delivers it ex-
actly once,
(ii) Termination: all nodes in N deliver m
within some bounded time after t0, and
(iii) Network Subsidence: all nodes stop
transmitting m or any packet related to the
broadcast of m within some bounded time
after t0.
By these definitions, exactly-once delivery of a packet
m is guaranteed to all nodes within some bounded
amount of time and with a bounded bandwidth over-
head. The last property rules out trivial (but costly)
approaches e.g., by using global active dissemination
for ever.
In a MANET, due to relative node mobility and
speed, it is possible for a subset of nodes to get par-
titioned from the rest of the nodes at any moment in
time, i.e. none of the nodes in a given subset of nodes
is within the wireless range of any other node not in
the subset. If partitions remain permanent, then the
termination property cannot be met: if the node ini-
tiating the broadcast of a packet m is in one subset,
and if this subset is isolated permanently from another
subset, then no node in the latter subset can ever re-
ceive m. Therefore, the minimal requirement for solv-
ing the reliable broadcast problem in a MANET is that
the MANET should avoid the permanent partitioning
of nodes despite its frequent and arbitrary topological
changes. We call this requirement the minimal live-
ness requirement and assume it to have been satisfied
throughout the paper.
To state the minimal liveness requirement precisely,
we will first define a directly connected relation be-
tween two nodes during a given interval. Let δ be the
maximum delay which a packet can experience for be-
ing received and processed at a destination node which
is in the wireless range of the sending node. We shall
assume that δ is known. Let β, β > δ, be a protocol
parameter. We will say a node Ni is directly connected
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to Nj during an interval I if and only if Ni stays in the
wireless range of Nj for a period of at least β + 2δ,
at least once during I. Figure 1 shows two encounters
(from t1 to t2, and from t3 to t4) in which N1 is in the
wireless range of N0. If at least one of the encounters
lasts for at least β + 2δ, then N1 is directly connected
to N0 during [t1, t4]. If, say, (t4 - t3) ≥ β + 2δ, then
N1 is said to be directly connected to N0 during any
interval that contains [t3, t4].
Figure 1. Possible connectivity pattern in a
MANET
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We will denote Ni being directly connected to Nj
during I as NiÃI Nj . Note that if Ni transmits a packet
once every β seconds, then NiÃI Nj implies that Nj
will receive Ni’s packet at least once during I. Since we
assume that the nodes have identical wireless range,
NiÃI Nj implies NjÃI Ni. This means that if Nj
instantly acknowledges every packet it receives, NiÃI
Nj implies that Ni will receive Nj’s acknowledgment
at least once during I. Note that the relation ÃI is not
transitive; in Figure 1, N0ÃI N1 and N1ÃI N2 does
not imply N0ÃI N2 for I = [t1, t6].
Minimal Liveness Requirement A network N =
{Ni : 0 ≤ i ≤ n-1} formed at time t0 satisfies the min-
imal liveness requirement, only if: at any time t ≥ t0,
there exists a finite ∆ > β + 2δ such that any non-
emptyN ’ ⊂N has at least one Ni that satisfies NiÃI
Nj with some Nj ∈ N - N ’ and I = [t, t+∆].
Remarks. If ∆ is not finite or bounded then the
subnetwork N ’ will be permanently isolated from the
rest of the network N - N ’ and the broadcast prob-
lem cannot be solved. Further, ∆ is not assumed to
be known. This means that the pattern of topologi-
cal changes within N can be arbitrary and cannot be
known a priori.
3. Design of the Autograph Protocol
3.1. Design Issues
The central theme of the Autograph protocol design
is not to rely solely on a broadcast initiator for ensur-
ing that the broadcast is carried out reliably; rather, to
make the destination nodes also take-up this responsi-
bility in a way that is adaptive to topological changes
and keeps the broadcast overhead as small as realisti-
cally possible. In our protocol, a node may take up the
responsibility of guaranteeing reliability for a packet
m broadcast by any other node; when it does so, it is
said to have become active on m. A node Ni can be-
come active on m only if (i) it encounters another node
Nj that is active on m in its neighbourhood, and (ii) it
evaluates that it is better-placed than Nj in disseminat-
ing m. (Note that a node that initiates a broadcast is
active on m to start with.) When Ni decides to become
active, it informs Nj (which can be the broadcast ini-
tiator) to relinquish its responsibility for m; if Nj does
so, it is said to become passive on m. Ni may become
passive latter, if it knows that at least one other node,
say Nk, has taken the responsibility from it.
Thus, the responsibility for delivering m to all nodes
starts with the broadcast initiator and is then passed
between nodes in an ad-hoc manner determined by
the relative proximity, mobility pattern and speed of
the nodes. Specifically, nodes do not compose, prior
to initiating a broadcast, routes or any other informa-
tion on network topology; therefore they do not have
to perform recovery when such topology-centric infor-
mation is invalidated by mobility.
The protocol design must address three important
issues listed below:
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(i) the rules and mechanisms for nodes to become
active and passive,
(ii) the means by which nodes deduce broadcast ter-
mination, i.e., delivery of m by all nodes, and
(iii) the mechanisms needed to guarantee that a
broadcast does terminate.
The following 3 sub-sections describes how the Au-
tograph protocol addresses each of these issues in turn.
3.2. Node Activation and Passivation
A node that initiates a broadcast is initially active on
the packet m. Any node that is active on m transmits m
once every β seconds. As mentioned earlier, an active
node becomes passive when it knows that another node
is active in its place; a passive node does not carry out
the periodic transmission of m.
Suppose that a passive node Ni receives a transmis-
sion of m from an active node Nj . Whether or not Ni
decides to become active again will depend on how
long Nj has been active since Ni became passive. If
Nj has not been active for long enough, Ni contin-
ues to be passive. Since the nodes are not required
to have access to synchronised clocks1, the notion of
’long enough’ cannot be evaluated in real-time; so, our
protocol uses a system of logical clocks [11] which
’tick’ prior to every transmission of m.
Each node Ni maintains a logical clock Li(m) for
each known packet m. Whenever Ni is to transmit m,
it increments Li(m) by 1 and stamps m with the clock
value as the logical timestamp (denoted as m.l) of the
out-going m. Note that since a passive node does not
transmit m, its logical clock will not increase. Logical
clocks are thus integer counters whose values increase
monotonically, not in relation to passage of real-time.
Suppose that a passive Ni receives m from Nj . If
(m.l - Li(m)) is larger than or equal to the activation
threshold αi≥ 1, Ni will decide to become active, as
Ni sees that that Nj has been been active for a rela-
tively longer (logical) time.
Suppose that (m.l - Li(m)) ≥ αi and Ni decides to
become active. It sets Li(m) to m.l, i.e. it sets its notion
of logical time to that of Nj . (This means that Li(m)
need not always increase sequentially, and can experi-
1Access to synchronized clocks requires either message-
expensive synchronization protocol executions or special hard-
ware such as GPS which can provide synchronized time.
ence jumps of αi or more.) Ni also maintains a Last
Activated counter LAi(m) for a packet m, to record the
logical time when it last became active on m. LAi(m)
is set to Li(m). Finally, Ni records the details of its
recent activation in a 2-tuple {Tx = Nj , λ = LAi(m)},
where Tx indicates the id of the activating node and λ
the timestamp of the activating m. This 2-tuple will be
added as a field m.activator in all copies of m that Ni
subsequently transmits.
When a node, say, N0 initiates the broadcast of m,
it initialises its logical clock L0(m) to zero, LA0(m)
to L0(m), and m.activator to {Tx = undefined, λ =
LAi(m)}. When a node, say, Ni, i 6= 0, receives m
for the first time, it unconditionally becomes active on
the received m.
Whenever an active Nj receives m, it checks if
m.activator.Tx = Nj and m.activator.λ > LAj(m). If
this is true, then Nj becomes passive. This is an exten-
sion to the concept of passive acknowledgments as first
introduced in [10], which is often used to obtain zero-
overhead acknowledgments. By using these extended
passive acknowledgments, an active node can become
passive only after ensuring that it has activated at least
one other node. So, the activation and passivation rules
ensures that at any instant of time there is at least one
node active on m.
3.3. Autograph Scheme (Packet Realisation)
When a node learns that all nodes have received m,
it is said to realise m. Realisation is achieved through
a scheme called the autograph scheme: each node ap-
pends a packet it transmits with its unique signature.
Due to the multi-hop nature of MANETs, a transmit-
ted packet will contain the signature of all nodes which
the transmitting node knows to have received m. When
a node receives a packet with (n-1) signatures of other
nodes, it can realise m. In presenting the protocol, we
assume that users are trusted and do not forge others
signatures. We also make the following simplifying
assumption:
• Node Id’s are uniquely ordered and the ordering
is known to all nodes.
This will simplify the signing of a message to setting a
boolean bit of an ordered n-bit vector to true. Clearly,
if the above assumption is too restrictive for a given
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implementation the signatures could be a list of (say)
IP addresses.
Using the above simplification, a node Ni, 0≤ i < n
can realise m, by maintaining an n-bit boolean vector,
conceptually the “Knowledge Ni has about m”, Ki(m).
Ki(m)[j] = 1 if Ni knows that Nj has received m, it is
zero otherwise. When Ki(m) becomes a vector of 1s,
Ni realises m. We will assume that Ki(m) is defined
and initialised to a vector of 0s, with a 1 in position
i, as soon as Ni has m for the first time; also assumed
is a message field m.K for nodes to disseminate their
knowledge to others as per the rules below.
i) When Ni receives m, Ki(m) is set to Ki(m) ∨
m.K.
ii) Before m is transmitted by Ni, m.K is set to
Ki(m).
The following rules enable nodes to realise m:
i) A node realises m when Ki(m) becomes a vector
of 1s.
ii) On realisation and upon receiving m thereafter, a
node transmits a realisation packet for m which con-
tains the unique id of the originator and the sequence
number for m.
iii) A node realises m when it receives a realisation
packet for m.
3.4. Guaranteeing Termination
Although keeping a small (albeit dynamically
changing) group of nodes passive reduces bandwidth
overhead, it cannot lead to broadcast termination in
some adverserial situations. This is illustrated by the
following simple example: Let Haves be the subset of
nodes that have initiated or received m, HaveNots be
the (non-empty) subset of nodes that have not received
m, and A the set of nodes that are active at any time
during an execution. Since only nodes in Haves can
be active,A⊆ Haves. Let us suppose that some nodes
in Haves are kept passive at any time during the exe-
cution: A ⊂ Haves. By the minimal liveness require-
ment, some node(s) in Haves must get directly con-
nected with some node(s) in HaveNots at least once
every ∆ time. It is possible that the former are always
passive when they are in direct connectivity with the
latter. In that case, no node in HaveNots will ever have
m transmitted within its wireless range, and m can-
not be guaranteed to be received by all nodes within a
bounded amount of time.
To guarantee termination, the Autograph protocol
has a distinct second phase in which an active node
does not become passive but remains active until it re-
alises. A node Ni enters the second phase when its
Li(m) exceeds a threshold θi which is chosen by Ni
based on the network conditions it observes.
We can prove (see section 4.3) that the termination
must happen in the second phase, if it has not already
happened in the first phase where an active node is al-
lowed to become passive; further, each node either re-
alises or remains passive for ever - indicated as a ter-
minal passive state in figure 2 - within some bounded
amount of time. Thus, our protocol meets the network
subsidence property and thereby keeps the GLAD du-
ration bounded if GLAD occurs. Any occurrence of
GLAD is argued to be inevitable in section 4.3: any
reliable broadcast protocol which assumes only the
minimal liveness requirement will have executions in
which all nodes except at most one are kept active for
some bounded (but unknown) amount of time; other-
wise it cannot guarantee broadcast termination.
4. Protocol Description
The protocol makes use of the following additional
data structures. Each node Ni maintains a list called
the active-listi that contains all m on which Ni is ac-
tive. There is a thread which transmits each mes-
sage in the active-listi once every β seconds, where
time is measured as per the local clock. The predi-
cate activei(m) is true when m is in the active-listi, it
is false otherwise. Similarly, passivei(m) is true when
Ni is passive on m, it is false otherwise. The predicate
realisedi(m) becomes true once Ni realises m.
We assume two more message fields: m.id and
m.transmitter (as well as m.l, m.K and m.activator de-
scribed in sections 3.2 and 3.3). The latter contains the
ID of the node that transmits or transmitted m. The
field m.id will uniquely identify m and is made up of
the ID of the node that initiated m and the initiator’s
sequence number for m. An n-bit vector of all ones
or all zeros will be denoted as 1n or 0n, respectively.
The symbol ∨n denotes the bitwise OR on two n-bit
vectors.
We describe the protocol for node Ni, dropping the
subscript; when m is used as an index (e.g., as L(m),
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K(m), etc.) it is a short form for m.id. A node initiates
a broadcast of m by executing RBCast(m):
Algorithm 1 RBCast(m)
RBCast(m)
{
B1. m.id = {my_ID, seq#};
B2. m.transmitter = {my_ID};
B3. K(m) = 0n; K(m)[i] = 1;
B4. L(m) = 0; LA(m) = L(m);
B5. m.activator =
{Tx = undefined, λ = LA(m)};
B6. enter(m, active_list);
}
In RBCast, the broadcast initiator activates itself af-
ter data structures related to m are initialised. The
Transmit thread that works on the active_list will trans-
mit m upon its entry and once every β seconds so long
as m remains in the list.
Algorithm 2 Transmit
Transmit(packet m)
{
if (type(m) = data_packet )
{
T1. m.K = K(m);
T2. L(m) = L(m) + 1; m.l = L(m);
}
wireless_transmit(m);
}
The RBDeliver delivers broadcast m and works
on related messages received by the primitive RBRe-
ceive(). Its code is structured in 4 parts. In the first
part, a newly received m initialises the relevant vari-
ables and activates the node. Part II checks if realisa-
tion has been achieved or is possible to achieve based
on the knowledge acquired so far. Attempts are made
in part III to make an active node passive and vice
versa. Realisation packets are dealt with in part IV.
Node activation is done in two stages: the received
m, on being found to be an activating message, is first
entered into a list called the pre_active_list (PAL). This
list is managed by thread PAL_Handler which enters
each m in the list into active_list after updating L(m),
LA(m) and m.activator.
Algorithm 3 RBDeliver
RBDeliver:
do forever
{
RBReceive(m);
if(type(m) = data_packet)
{
//Part I: initialise and become active
D1.1 if(L(m) undefined) then
/*Ni is in the New state for m */
{ /* initialize and activate*/
D1.2 L(m) = m.l; LA(m) = L(m);
D1.3 m.activator = {Tx = m.transmitter,
λ = LA(m)};
D1.4 K(m) = m.K; K(m)[i] = 1;
D1.5 enter(m, active_list);
D1.6 deliver(m);
}
// Part II: check realisation
D2.1 if not realised(m) then
K(m) = K(m) ∨n m.K;
D2.2 if(realised(m)) then {
delete(LA(m), K(m));
D2.4 transmit(realise_pkt(m));
quit;
}
// Part III: try to go passive/active
D3.1 if(active(m) ∧ θ > L(m)) then
/*currently active and
in the first phase*/
D3.2 if(m.activator.Tx = i ∧
m.activator.λ > LA(m)) then
D3.3 { remove(m, active_list);
quit;
}/* become passive*/
D3.4 if(passive(m) ∧
((m.l - Li(m)) ≥ α) ∨
(m.l ≥ θ )) then
/*Currently passive*/
D3.5 { enter(m, pre_active_list);
quit;
}/* become active */
} /*end if for a data packet
// Part IV: received a realise packet
// for m
D4.1 if(type(m) = realisation_pkt) then
D4.2 if not realised(m) then {
D4.3 realised(m) = true;
D4.4 delete(LA(m), K(m));
quit;
}
} /* end of do forever*/
PAL_Handler: {
H1. for every m in pre_active_list do {
H2. L(m) = m.l; LA(m) = L(m);
H3. m.activator = {Tx = m.transmitter,
λ = LA(m)};
H4. m.transmitter = my_id;
H5. remove(m, pre_active_list);
enter(m, active_list);
}
}
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4.1. An Example
Consider a MANET of n, n > 2, nodes that form a
straight line such that the only forms of wireless con-
nectivity are between Ni and Ni+1, 0≤ i < n-1. Let N0
invoke RBCast() for m, thus becoming the first node to
be active on m (line B6). The first m received by N1
will be from N0, transmitted with m.l > 0 (line T2).
N1 subsequently becomes active (line D1.5) and trans-
mits m with m.activator = {N0, λ > 0} (line D1.3).
When active N0 receives m from N1, it becomes pas-
sive (lines D3.2-3.3).
When N2 receives m from N1 for the first time, it
becomes active and its message will make N1 become
passive. This process of an activated node making the
activating node passive, continues. Finally, down the
chain, Nn−2 becomes active. When Nn−1 receives m
from Nn−2 for the first time, it will realise m (at line
D2.2) as the m.K of the received m will show that all
nodes except itself have received m (due to lines D1.4
and T1 executed sequentially by these nodes). It will
transmit a realisation packet (line D2.4) which will
make Nn−2 also realise m and delete all data struc-
tures except L(m) which is retained to indicate that m
has already been delivered.
Note that all nodes except Nn−2 and Nn−1 in the
MANET are in the passive state. Since no node is ac-
tive, these passive nodes will never be activated nor
will they ever transmit a realisation-pkt(m). That is,
they are in the terminal passive state (see figure 2 ).
Figure 2. State diagram for the Autograph pro-
tocol.
Passive Active Passive
Realized
New
Observe that the protocol code (part IV) does not al-
low a node to transmit a realisation_pkt(m) in response
to receiving one. Allowing this will, in this example,
make all nodes realise m, but will also cause the real-
isation_pkt(m) to be relayed for ever, from one end of
the linear topology to the other.
4.2. An Optimisation
Consider the nodes in the above MANET, but this
time nodes N0 to Nn−2 are all in range of each other,
while node Nn−1 is outside the range of all others
(for some time subject to the minimal liveness require-
ment). When N0 initiates the broadcast of m, nodes N1
to Nn−2 will be in the new state, and will be activated
simultaneously. Each activated node will transmit m
with m.activator = {N0, λ > 0}, thus passivating N0.
This, however, leaves all (n-2) nodes in the active state,
thus resulting in a large packet overhead as each node
will periodically broadcast m until it is passivated or
realises m.
The following optimization reduces this overhead
and is similar to the scheme employed in SRM[7]
in traditional wired networks to reduce packet over-
head. A node that enters m in its pre_active_list (PAL)
chooses a small random period, called the Random
Assessment Delay (RAD), to delay entering m in its
active_list, thereby delaying active(m) becoming true.
During the RAD, it changes m.activator.Tx to the last
activating node it overhears transmitting m. Its trans-
mission will now attempt to passivate the last activat-
ing node sensed rather than the node that first activated
it. Thus, when multiple nodes that are in range of
each other are activated by a single source, each node
attempts to passivate a different node, instead of all
nodes attempting to passivate the source. This keeps
the number of simultaneously active nodes lower and,
as we will show later, reduces the packet overhead
without severely affecting the latency.
The changes required in the protocol are as fol-
lows: when RBDeliver() verifies (in lines D1.1 and
D3.4) a received m to be an activating one, it en-
ters m in the PAL indicating a small but randomly
chosen delay period. The PAL_Handler does not
act on this m until the delay expires; i.e. line H1
becomes: ’for every m: (m in pre_active_list
and timeout(m) ) do {’.
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Note that while m is in PAL until timeout(m), L(m)
does not change and the node is still in passive state.
If another m1, m1.id = m.id, is received and found to
be an activating one, RBDeliver() will also enter m1 in
PAL. We assume that entering m1 in PAL overwrites m
already in PAL. That is, PAL will have at most one en-
try for any given message id - the one that was entered
last and whose timeout has not yet expired.
Since RBDeliver() makes each entry into PAL with
freshly generated delays, the more PAL entries are
made in quick succession for a given m.id, the more
entries will be overwritten and the longer it will take
for a node become active on m. Note also that if m
is entered into PAL, then some m’, m’.id = m.id, must
enter the active_list within some finite time, as random
delays associated with PAL entries are finite.
4.3. Road Map for Correctness Proofs
The proofs, given in detail in the appendix, are done
in two parts. The first part proves that the Autograph
protocol satisfies the three properties identified in sec-
tion 2. The proofs are done in the following stages:
In any execution of the Autograph protocol,
1. At least one node is active until some node re-
alises. This due to the protocol features (i) a node
that initiates a broadcast is initially active and, (ii)
a node becomes passive only after having acti-
vated another node.
2. All nodes enter the second phase if the execution
continues longer without realisation. That is, the
execution enters the GLAD state, where we prove
that at least one node realises in some bounded
amount of time. This implies that the Termina-
tion property holds, while the Integrity property
is shown by highlighting the relevant aspects of
the protocol.
3. A node either realises or is permanently passive
within some bounded time. This implies the Net-
work Subsidence property is satisfied and also
validates the state diagram depicted in figure 2.
The second part proves that any protocol which guar-
antees the Termination property and assumes only the
minimal liveness requirement, has executions in which
all nodes except at most one are continuously active
for an unknown (but bounded) amount of time. The
intuition behind the proof can be explained as follows.
Consider a MANET of two nodes: N0 and N1. Sup-
pose that N0 initiates a broadcast of m and decides at
randomly chosen instants not to transmit m for at least
(β +3δ) time. If N1 stays in the wireless range of N0
only during the later part of these no-transmission peri-
ods for (β +2δ) time, the minimal liveness requirement
is met for some bounded ∆, but N1 can never receive
m. This is generalised as a theorem:
For any reliable protocol pi, there exists a non-
empty subset of executions ε’pi: every E ∈ ε’pi keeps
at least (n-1) nodes continuously active for a bounded,
unknown amount of time.
A node is said to be continuously active (on m) dur-
ing [t, t+Ξ], Ξ > β + 3δ, if it transmits m once every
τ < (β +3δ) time during [t, t+Ξ].
Remark. The above theorem allows a protocol not
to enter the GLAD at all. For example, the GLAD can
be avoided in the Autograph protocol by choosing one
receiver node never to become active on m. However,
in that case no other node can know if this chosen node
has received m; therefore, the chosen node will have to
be the first to realise m. This means that every execu-
tion needs to continue at least until this particular node
can realise m, instead of allowing any better placed
node to realise m earlier in the execution and thereby
keeping the latency and overhead smaller.
5. Protocol Performance
The nature of the MANET environment makes it
a critical requirement for a protocol to be efficient in
meeting its properties. In this section we validate the
claim that the Autograph protocol is efficient in terms
of latency, network subsidence and packet overhead.
This has been done by subjecting the protocol to ex-
tensive simulations, covering a wide range of mobility
scenarios.
5.1. Simulation Model
The performance study was done using the
GloMoSim[17] wireless network simulator, with 50
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nodes in a 1000m x 1000m square area. Each sim-
ulation ran for 3000 seconds, and multiple runs were
made with differing random seeds for any given sim-
ulation parameter and the collected data was averaged
over those runs, with a 95% confidence interval com-
puted. The only service assumed to be available to the
protocol was that of omni-directional wireless trans-
mit (i.e. no link layer feedback or underlying uni-
cast/multicast protocol was assumed or required).
5.1.1 Radio and Propagation Models
The IEEE 802.11b Medium Access Control (MAC)
with Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) was
used as the MAC protocol. 802.11b is a widely
used Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision
Avoidance (CSMA/CA) based protocol. It uses an
RTS/CTS/Data/Ack sequence to guarantee delivery of
unicast packets, but does not employ this scheme for
broadcast packets. An implication of this is that broad-
cast packets are liable to be dropped due to collisions.
We used the Two-Ray (Ground Reflection) propaga-
tion model with a channel capacity of 2Mbps. The
network interface queue, i.e. the buffering capacity
available at each node, was set to 100 packets. In
order to model different MANET densities, we var-
ied the wireless range at each node between 175m,
250m and 350m. The typical wireless range in pre-
vious performance evaluations, where the number of
nodes and size of simulation area were equal, has been
250m[12][2]. However, we wanted to test the per-
formance of the protocol in both denser (350m) and
sparser (175m) MANETs than usual.
5.1.2 Mobility Scenarios
A MANET is inherently mobile, and it is therefore im-
portant to stress the protocol under varying degrees of
mobility. We used the BonnMotion mobility genera-
tor [1] to generate a number of mobility scenarios us-
ing the Random Waypoint mobility model [2], keep-
ing the minimum speed constant at 1m/s and varying
the maximum speed from 1m/s to 35m/s (3.6km/hr to
126km/hr). Being aware of recent criticisms of the
Random Waypoint model [3], we set the pause time
to be 0 seconds and discarded the first 1000 seconds of
simulation time.
5.1.3 Network Load
The simulations were run with 20 senders and 50 re-
ceivers. Each sender had a constant bit rate generator
(CBR), which generated one 64 byte packet every 10
seconds for the first 500 seconds of simulation time.
This translates to a network wide packet generation
rate of 2 packets/second. This is a rather light net-
work load, but for now we were primarily interested in
testing the protocol against node mobility.
5.2. Results and Analysis.
The following metrics were considered to determine
the overall behaviour of the protocol:
1. Packet Overhead vs. Speed: The average num-
ber of data and realisation packets transmitted
by each node in order to guarantee delivery and
achieve network subsidence. We verified that all
simulation runs have a packet delivery ratio of 1.
2. Packet Reception Time (Latency) vs. Speed: The
average time elapsed between a source node orig-
inating a packet and the first instant thereafter
when all nodes have received that packet.
3. Network Subsidence vs. Speed: The average
time elapsed between a source node originating
a packet and the first instant thereafter when no
more data or realisation packets were broadcast
due to that packet. We verified upon completion
of the simulation that all nodes were in either the
passive or realised state, thus validating this mea-
sure.
Each of the above metrics was measured for sparse,
average and dense MANETs (i.e. using 175, 250m
and 350m wireless range respectively).
In addition, we also show experimentally the ben-
efits of the Random Assessment Delay (RAD) as de-
scribed in section 4.2. We set the RAD to 0, 3 and 6
seconds, and show the impact this has on both packet
overhead and network delay (both with regards to av-
erage reception times and network subsidence).
5.2.1 Packet Overhead
Figures 3 and 4 show the average number of data pack-
ets and realisation packets broadcast per node in order
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to guarantee delivery of a given packet. It can be ob-
Figure 3. Data packets per node with RAD = 0
secs
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Figure 4. Realisation packets per node with
RAD = 0 secs
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served that the packet overhead for a given maximum
speed decreased as the MANET became denser, which
is as expected given that one wireless transmit will
reach more nodes in a dense network than in a sparse
one. Also, when a MANET is dense (350m), there is
little or no chance of network partitioning occurring.
In the sparse case (175m), network partitioning is not
uncommon, and the protocol has to cope with this as it
arises.
The next main observation was that the protocol
performed better as the average speed increased. This
is an interesting result, and one which is at odds with
results for other reliable multicast protocols whose
performance tend to deteriorate as mobility increases.
We believe this performance benefit is due to the fact
that increased node speed ensures that any transient
network partitions are relatively short-lived, and that
nodes with widely differing knowledge about which
nodes have received a given packet are more likely
to meet, thus speeding up the time until realisation.
Clearly, having a protocol which benefits from in-
creased mobility is a great asset in the MANET en-
vironment.
Figures 5 and 6 correspond to figures 3 and 4 but
with an added RAD of 3 seconds. The benefit from
Figure 5. Data packets with RAD = 3 secs
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Figure 6. Realisation packets with RAD = 3
secs
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adding a 3 second RAD in terms of packet overhead
are obvious from the figures, with the number of data
packets almost halving for the 250m and 350m wire-
less ranges, and a substantial improvement seen also
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for the sparse case (175m). The primary reason for
this improvement is that by introducing a RAD, the
number of active nodes in the system is kept lower, as
explained in section 4.2. Because of this fewer packets
were transmitted, and for the packets that were trans-
mitted, less congestion and collisions was likely to oc-
cur. It is worth highlighting that the packet overhead
for the normal and dense MANETs on average was
around 2n (where n is the number of nodes in the net-
work). This is actually less than the packets generated
by some best effort multicast protocols which provide
no delivery guarantees as reported in [12]2, and is only
about twice the cost of simple flooding.
Finally figures 7 and 8 show the case with RAD set
to 6 seconds. From these graphs it is clear that there is
Figure 7. Data packets with RAD = 6 secs
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little, if any, added benefit in increasing RAD beyond
a certain threshold.
5.2.2 Protocol Delays
Figures 9 and 10 show the average packet reception
time (latency) and network subsidence time respec-
tively, corresponding to the packet overhead in figure
5 and 6 (i.e. setting RAD = 3 secs).
These results show that the autograph protocol
has a low latency both in normal, dense and sparse
MANETs. Clearly, the latency of sparse MANETs is
higher, but as explained above, sparse MANETs are
2This of course, is an extrapolation on the results described in
that paper, and could well be attributed to the specific simulation
parameters used in the performance comparison, rather than an
indication of relative performance to the Autograph protocol.
Figure 8. Realisation packets with RAD = 6
secs
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Figure 9. Average packet reception time with
RAD = 3secs
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likely to experience relatively long-lived network par-
titions, thus inevitably increasing latency. From figure
10, it can be observed that network subsidence occurs
quite rapidly in most cases (the maximum time taken
for network subsidence is 25 and 10 seconds for nor-
mal and dense MANETs respectively).
Finally, figures 11 and 12 show how the average la-
tency and packet overhead vary in a MANET as the
RAD was increases. In each of these figures the max-
imum speed was fixed at 10m/s. The figures highlight
the natural tradeoff between increased latency and de-
creased packet overhead. However, they also seem to
indicate that there is a limit to how much the packet
overhead can be reduced by increasing the RAD, be-
yond which the only effect is to increase latency.
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Figure 10. Network subsidence with RAD = 3
secs
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Figure 11. Average packet reception time vs.
RAD
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5.3. Protocol Performance Summary
In the previous sections we have shown how the Au-
tograph protocol performs under a wide range of net-
work conditions, from sparse, almost static and possi-
bly transiently partitioned, through to dense and highly
mobile MANETs. We have shown that the packet
overhead in terms of both data and realisation packets
is relatively low, around 2n for the typical case, which
is only 2 times that of simple flooding.
We observe that the protocol has a relatively high
overhead when networks are sparse and mobility is
low. This apparent disadvantage should be seen in the
context of the high likelihood of the network being
Figure 12. Data packets vs. RAD
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partitioned for long periods of time under these con-
ditions; figure 13 presents the number of partitions oc-
curred over time during a typical run with a maximum
speed of 1 m/s, showing the case for both 175m and
250m wireless range. For 175m range, the network is
more often partitioned than connected, an extreme sce-
nario permitted by the minimal liveness requirement .
That the protocol guarantees delivery even in these ad-
verse network conditions is a strong testament to its
resilience.
Figure 13. Number of network partitions vs.
time for a typical run with mobility = 1 m/s.
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We have also shown that the protocol is efficient
in delivering packets, with the average latency being
around 1 second. Also, we have shown that the net-
work subsidence we proved in section 4.3 to happen
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eventually, usually happens quite quickly, thus keep-
ing resource usage low. Finally we have illustrated the
benefits of introducing a Random Assessment Delay
(RAD), and showed how this can decrease the packet
overhead while only slightly increasing the packet re-
ception time, if chosen correctly.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented the Autograph protocol which
adopts a radically different approach to guaranteeing
delivery compared to other MANET reliable broad-
cast protocols we are aware of. This approach was
driven by the dual desire to keep packet overhead as
low as possible, as well as only imposing what is seem-
ingly the weakest possible restriction on the mobil-
ity of nodes in a MANET. We have appealed to the
reader’s intuition that our “minimal” liveness condi-
tion is indeed minimal for solving the broadcast prob-
lem. A formal proof in this aspect was considered be-
yond the scope of this paper.
The Autograph protocol achieves its objective of
guaranteeing delivery with low packet overhead in
most scenarios, though it requires a higher overhead
in certain situations, such as those where transient net-
work partitions are common. However, we have iden-
tified an impossibility result which only imposing the
weakest restriction on mobility gives rise to, and which
the design of any reliable protocol needs to be con-
cerned with. This result states that it is impossible for
any protocol which only imposes the weakest possible
restrictions on mobility, to guarantee delivery without
resorting to inherently expensive, in terms of packet
overhead, procedures to ensure successful delivery to
all destinations. The obvious objective for any such re-
liable protocol must be to achieve a balanced trade-off
between the requirement to have a low packet over-
head whenever possible, and being able to guarantee
delivery even in the most adverserial situations.
Extensive simulations confirm that the Autograph
protocol is able to make this trade-off in an efficient
manner: the packet overhead and the delivery and sub-
sidence delays increases as the network experiences
transient partitions more frequently; conversely, when
the network is relatively free of transient partitions,
the delays and the packet overheads are small. In the
typical case, the average overhead is only twice that
of simple flooding. The difference accounts for the
overhead for guaranteeing delivery even in the face
of transient network partitions. Our simulations have
not included testing the protocol under heavy network
loads, but we aware that congestion control becomes
essential as network load increases[15], and we plan
to investigate this topic in the future. Finally, we are
currently comparing our protocols with others that of-
fer similar functionality, in an identical set-up, and are
also re-visiting assumptions stated in this paper, in par-
ticular the crash-free nodes and static group member-
ship assumptions.
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Appendix
Minimal Liveness Requirement A network N =
{Ni : 0 ≤ i ≤ n-1} satisfies the liveness requirement,
if at any time t and for any N ’, where N ’ ⊂N and N
is non-empty, there exists at least one node Ni∈ N ’
and at least one other Nj∈N - N ’ such that NiÃI Nj ,
where I = [t, t+∆] and ∆ is some finite (but unknown)
amount of time.
Recall that ÃI is defined as the “directly con-
nected” relation during interval I, and the assertion
NiÃI Nj implies that Ni and Nj are in the wireless
range of each other at least once for a period of at least
β +2δ time within I; δ is the maximum delay a packet
can experience for being received and processed at a
destination node, and β is a known constant.
Note that it is the MANET that decides which nodes
in N come into the wireless range of which nodes in
N - N ’ and its decisions cannot be known a priori to
nor can be predicted.
Part A: Correctnesss of the Autograph Protocol
The correctness is shown in the following stages.
First, we show that at least one node is active in any
execution of the protocol until a node realises (Theo-
rem 1). The proof is based on the fact that the node that
initiated the broadcast is initially active and a node be-
comes passive only after ensuring that it has activated
another node (Lemma 1).
We then show in Lemma 2 that if an execution con-
tinues longer without realisation, then all nodes should
enter the second phase and remain active - the situa-
tion we have earlier referred to as the globally active
dissemination (GLAD). Lemma 3 proves that an exe-
cution that encounters GLAD must lead to at least one
node reaching realisation in some bounded amount of
time. Theorem 2, based on these lemmas, argues that
the integrity and the termination properties are met in
any execution.
Finally, Theorem 3 deals with the network subsi-
dence.
We make the following useful observations on the
protocol execution:
Observation 1: During an execution of the proto-
col, the value of LAi(m) cannot decrease. The value
of LAi(m) is set only when Ni is activated and is set
to Li(m) at every activation (see lines D1.2 and H2).
Since αi≥1, Li(m) can only increase when Ni is ac-
tivated; further, when Ni is active, Li(m) cannot de-
crease.
Observation 2: m.activator.λ of any m ever trans-
mitted by Ni during an execution cannot exceed the
current value of LAi(m). Whenever Ni is activated,
m.activator.λ is set to LAi(m) after LAi(m) is set to
Li(m) (see lines D1.3 and H3). Since the value of
LAi(m) cannot decrease, m.activator.λ≤LAi(m) for
any m that Ni transmitted in the past.
Observation 3: An active node cannot be passi-
vated by receiving a packet transmitted by itself. For
a received m to passivate an active Ni, it must have
m.activator.λ > LAi(m) (see line D3.2). None of the
packets transmitted by Ni can have m.activator.λ >
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LAi(m).
Without loss of generality, let us suppose that node
N0 initiates the broadcast of m at some (real-time) t0.
Let E be the set of all possible executions of the Auto-
graph protocol for m. Let Etx be the set of all execu-
tions in which no node realises m until tx, tx≥ t0 and
x be a natural number. Obviously, E = Et0and (E - Etx)
is the set of all executions in which at least one node
realises m before tx, tx> t0. Further, Ety , ty> tx, is the
set of those executions in Etxwhich continue without
realisation until ty.
Observe that a node Ni can be passivated only in
the first phase of the protocol, and the first phase lasts
while its Li(m) ≤ θi (see line D3.1). Let θmax =
max{θi: 0 ≤ i ≤ (n-1)}. Let t1 = t0 + β θmax. The-
orem 1 proves that in every execution E ∈ Et1 , at least
one node is active at any time t, t≥ t1 .
Lemma 1 In an execution E ∈ Etx , let Na(n−1) , 0
≤ a(n−1)≤(n-1), become permanently passive at some
real-time pa(n−1) , t0 < pa(n−1) < tx. Let the value of
LAa(n−1)(m) at pa(n−1)be denoted simply as LAa(n−1) .
There must be a node Na(n−2) , 0 ≤ a(n−2)≤(n-1) and
a(n−2) 6= a(n−1), that is active in E at some time t,
pa(n−1)- δ ≤ t≤ pa(n−1) , with LAa(n−2)(m) > LAa(n−1) .
Proof: When Na(n−1) became passive for the last
time at pa(n−1) , LAa(n−1)(m) cannot increase beyond
LAa(n−1) since LAa(n−1)(m) is set once only when
Na(n−1) is activated (see lines D1.2 and H2).
Since pa(n−1) < tx, Na(n−1) cannot have realised m
and it must have become passive only after receiving
a passivating message. That message cannot be from
itself (see observation 3) but must be from another
node. Let that node be Na(n−2)and its message be de-
noted as ma(n−2) . It must be that ma(n−2) .activator.Tx
= Na(n−1) and ma(n−2) .activator.λ > LAa(n−1)(see lines
D3.2 and D3.3). By observation 1 above, LAa(n−2)(m)
≥ ma(n−2) .activator.λ. So, LAa(n−2)(m) > LAa(n−1) .
Since Na(n−1)received ma(n−2)at pa(n−1) , Na(n−2)
must have been active at time t, pa(n−1)- δ ≤ t ≤
pa(n−1) as ma(n−2)can take at most δ time to be re-
ceived. Hence the lemma.
Corollary: Let Na(n−1) , 0 ≤ a(n−1)≤(n-1), become
permanently passive at pa(n−1)< txin an execution E
∈Etx . Any m transmitted by Na(n−1)during execution
E cannot passivate an active Na(n−2) , 0 ≤ a(n−2)≤(n-
1) and a(n−2) 6= a(n−1), with LAa(n−2)(m) > LAa(n−1) ,
where LAa(n−1) is the value of LAa(n−1)(m) at pa(n−1) .
Proof: Follows from the following two observa-
tions on the protocol: (i) any m ever transmitted by
Na(n−1)during E will have m.activator.λ ≤ LAa(n−1) ;
and, (ii) for a m to passivate an active Na(n−2) , it
must have m.activator.λ > LAa(n−2)(m). By lemma 1,
LAa(n−2)(m) > LAa(n−1) .
Theorem 1. Let t1 = t0 + β θmax. In any execution
E∈Et1 , at least one node is active at any time t, t ≤ t1.
Proof: By contradiction. Let us suppose that no
node is active at time t ≤ t1 in some E∈Et1 . Let p≤ t
be the earliest time when no node was active in E. This
means that there is no node to activate a passive node.
So, no node can ever become active after p and, by the
definition of Et1 , no node ever realises m in E. Without
loss of generality, let Na(n−1) , 0 ≤ a(n−1)≤(n-1), be
the last node to become permanently passive in E, say,
at real-time pa(n−1)= p.
By lemma 1, there must be a node Na(n−2) , 0 ≤
a(n−2)≤ (n-1) and a(n−2) 6= a(n−1), active at time t,
pa(n−1)- δ ≤ t≤ pa(n−1) , with LAa(n−2)(m) > LAa(n−1) ,
where LAa(n−1) is the value of LAa(n−1)(m) at pa(n−1) .
If Na(n−2) is active beyond pa(n−1) , then the con-
tradiction is established. Let us therefore assume
otherwise: Na(n−2) is passivated permanently before
pa(n−1) . By corollary, none of the packets transmitted
by Na(n−1)during E can passivate Na(n−2) . This means
that, by lemma 1, there must be a node Na(n−3) , 0 ≤
a(n−3)≤(n-1) and Na(n−3) /∈ {Na(n−2) , Na(n−1)}, active
at time t, pa(n−1)- δ < t < pa(n−1) , with LAa(n−3)(m) >
LAa(n−2) , where LAa(n−2) is the value of LAa(n−2)(m)
when Na(n−2)became permanently passive. Applying
this reasoning iteratively for ak, k∈ {(n-1), (n-2), ..,
1}, and assuming that the node Na(k) , 0 ≤ a(k)≤(n-1),
is not active beyond pa(n−1) , we have:
There must be a node Na(k−1) , Na(k−1) /∈ {Na(k) ,
Na(k+1) , ..., Na(n−1)}, active at time t, pa(n−1)- δ < t <
pa(n−1) , with LAa(k−1)(m) > LAa(k) , where LAa(k) is
the value of LAa(k)(m) when Na(k) became perma-
nently passive. Setting k=1, we have: There is a node
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Na0 , Na0 /∈ {Na1 , Na2 , .., Na(n−1)}, active at time t,
pa(n−1)- δ < t < pa(n−1) , with LAa0(m) > LAa1 . Na0
that is active at time t cannot be passivated by packets
transmitted by itself (observation 3) nor by a perma-
nently passive node (corollary). That is, Na0 cannot
be passivated by any packet transmitted during E nor
does it realise m before pa(n−1)< t1. So, it must remain
active after pa(n−1) . This is a contradiction.
Lemma 2. Let t2 = t1 + (n-1)∆. In any execution
E∈ Et2 , every node is in the second phase of the proto-
col by time t2.
Proof: The node that initiates the broadcast of m,
initialises its logical clock L(m) to zero (line B4) and
becomes active (line B6). An active node increments
its L(m) by 1 once every β. A node that gets activated,
sets its L(m) to the logical clock value (m.l) of the ac-
tivating node (line H2). So any node that is active at
t, t1≤ t ≤ t2, during E must have its L(m) ≥ θmax.
Therefore, it must be in the second phase and will re-
main active until t2since no node can realise m until
t2during E ∈ Et2 .
LetA be the set of all nodes that are active at t, t1≤
t ≤ t2, during E ∈ Et2 . Since Et2 is the set of those ex-
ecutions in Et1which continue without realisation until
t2, theorem 1 holds: | A |≥1 at time t1 during E ∈ Et2 .
For every ∆ time, at least one Ni∈A will be directly
connected to one or more Nj /∈A (minimal liveness re-
quirement). This will make Nj enter the second phase,
letting | A | increase by at least 1. Thus, by time t2,
| A |= n. Hence the lemma.
Lemma 3. Let t3 = t2 + (n − 1)(n − 2)∆. At
least one node realises m by no later than t3 in any
execution, i.e., Et3= { }.
Proof: By contradiction. Suppose that Et3 is not
empty and E∈ Et3 . Let the nodes be grouped during
E into disjoint sets,N1,N2, ...,Ng, such that all nodes
in a given Ny, 1 ≤ y ≤ g, have identical knowledge
about the nodes that have received m: ∀y, 1 ≤ y ≤ g,
∀ Ni, Nj ∈Ny: Ki(m) = Kj(m).
Since Et3 is the set of those executions in Et2 which
continue without realisation until t3, lemma 2 holds
for all t, t2≤ t ≤t3, during E ∈ Et3 : all nodes must be
active and in the second phase. An active node Ni has
Ki(m)[i] = 1. Therefore, if g = 1 at t, t2≤ t ≤ t3, then
all nodes have realised. By the definition of Et3 , g > 1
at all t, t2≤ t ≤t3, and g ≤ n since Ki(m) of each Ni
can be distinct.
Let us assume (the worst case) that g = n at t2
during E. This means that each active node has 1 in its
K(m) for itself and the initiator. So, each of the (n−1)
receiver nodes has (n−2) zeros and the initiator (n−1)
zeros in their respective K(m): a total of (n−1)2 zeros.
By the minimal liveness requirement, at least one
node, say, Ni ∈ Ny , for every y, 1 ≤ y ≤ g, must
get directly connected with some Nj ∈ N -Ny at least
once in every interval of ∆ time. Since all nodes are
active and Ki(m) 6= Kj(m), either Ni or Nj or both
should gain additional knowledge during the period of
direct connectivity, i.e., the number of 1s in Ki(m) or
Kj(m) or both should increase by at least one. Assum-
ing the worst case, it can be claimed that at least one
node increases the number of 1s in its K(m) for every
∆ time beginning with t2.
Since no node realises in E until t3, all nodes must
be active at t2 + ((n − 1)(n − 2) − 1)∆ < t3 and the
total number of zeros in the nodes’ K(m) must reduce
from(n−1)2 to n in ((n−1)(n−2)−1)∆ time. For no
node to realise, each node must have exactly one zero
in its K(m) at t2 + ((n− 1)(n− 2)− 1)∆. In the next
∆ time, at least one node must increase the number of
1s in its K(m), i.e., one node must realise during E by
time t2 + (n− 1)(n− 2)∆ = t3. That is, E /∈ Et3 and
Et3 must be empty. Hence the lemma.
Theorem 2. The protocol meets the Integrity and
the Termination properties.
Proof: Since a node does not discard L(m) for m
it delivers, any m received subsequently is recognised
as a duplicate and is not delivered. Thus, the integrity
property is met in any execution E ∈ Et0 .
By lemma 3, at least one node realises m in any
execution E ∈ Et0 . This means that all nodes deliver
m. Further, by lemma 3, node realisation must occur
by time t3 in any execution E. (t3 − t0) = (n− 1)(n−
2)∆ + (n − 1)∆ + βθmax = (n − 1)2∆ + βθmax.
Since θmax, β, n, and ∆ are all bounded, (t3 − t0) is a
bounded amount of time. Hence the theorem.
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Theorem 3. The protocol meets the Eventual Net-
work Subsidence property.
Proof: Consider any execution E ∈ Et0 . By theo-
rem 2, at least one node realises m within a bounded
amount of time after t0. Let R, A and P be the set of
nodes that have realsied m, that are active on m, and
that are passive on m, respectively, at any time during
E. Note that R ∪ A ∪ P = N . Further, | A |= 0
implies that there is no active node in E and therefore
no node transmits, and will ever transmit, m or any
realisation-pkt(m).
Let t4 be later than the earliest instant in E when
the first node realises m and the instant (t0 + βθmax).
At t4, | R |≥ 1 and any Ni ∈A is executing the sec-
ond phase of the protocol. If | A |= 0 at t4, then
the subsidence property is met. Let us suppose that
1 ≤| A |≤ n − 1 at t4. By the minimal liveness re-
quirement, at least one node, say, Ni ∈ A, must get
directly connected to some node, say, Nj ∈ N - A ,
at least once between t4 and t4 + ∆. There are two
possibilities: Nj has realised m or is passive when it
directly connects to Ni.
• Case (a). Nj ∈ R. Nj transmits a realisation
packet for m after receiving m from active Ni
(line D2.5). So, Ni realises m by receiving the
realisation packet from Nj(line D4.3), reducing
| A | by 1.
• Case (b). Nj ∈ P . Ni activates Nj which enters
the second phase of the protocol, thus increasing
| A | by 1.
If only (a) occurs after t4, then, by t4 + (n − 1)∆,
| A |= 0 and any node in P is in the terminal passive
state. In the worst case, however, only (b) occurs in E
until | P |= 0 which must happen by t4 + (n − 2)∆,
since | P | can be at most (n − 2) at t4. After t4 +
(n− 2)∆, only (a) can occur; therefore, by t4 + (n−
2)∆+ (n− 1)∆, | A |= 0 . Since (t4 − t0), n, and ∆
have bounded values, the theorem is true.
Part B: The Impossibility of Avoiding (Almost)
Globally Active Dissemination
Let Π be the set of all reliable broadcast protocols
that meet the termination property, given that the only
assumption made on the topological changes of the
MANET is the minimal liveness condition. Recall that
ÃI in the minimal liveness condition is defined as the
“directly connected” relation during interval I, and the
assertion NiÃI Nj implies that Ni and Nj are in the
wireless range of each other at least once for a period
of at least β +2δ time within I; the known constant δ
is more than the delay which any packet can possibly
experience for being received and processed at a des-
tination node, and β > 2δ is also a known constant.
Let εpi be the set of all possible executions of pi ∈ Π
in which m is broadcast by some node at real-time t0.
A node is said to be continuously active (on m) during
[t, t+Ξ], Ξ > (β + 3δ), if it transmits m once every τ
time, τ < (β +3δ), during [t, t+Ξ]. (In the Autograph
protocol τ = β.) A node is said to be not continuously
active during [t, t+Ξ] if it does not transmit m for a
period of (β +3δ) or more time at least once during
during [t, t+Ξ].
Theorem 1: ∀ pi ∈ Π, ∃ non-empty ε′pi ⊆ εpi: every
E ∈ ε′pi keeps at least (n-1) nodes continously active
during [t, t+∆] for some t > t0.
Proof: By contradiction. Suppose that no execution
of pi ever keeps (n-1) or more nodes continuously ac-
tive during any interval of ∆ time. Let t be the earliest
time in E when a node, say Ni, has not received m even
once and all other nodes have received m at least once.
Obviously, Ni cannot become active until it receives
m, and any of the other nodes (n-1) can be active.
Note that, by hypothesis, only fewer than (n-1)
nodes can be continuously active during [t, t+∆] in
E. Therefore, at least one of the (n-1) nodes that have
m will not be continuously active during [t, t+∆]. Let
Nj , j 6= i, be one such node that does not transmit any
m during [s, s+(β +3δ)]: t ≤ s ≤ t+∆ - (β +3δ).
Since the MANET meets the liveness condition, it
must allow Ni to be in the wireless range of at least
one other node for at least (β +2δ) time during [t, t+∆].
Say the MANET keeps Ni in the wireless range of only
Nj from (s + δ) to (s + 3δ) and Ni does not receive m
while in the wireless range of Nj . Let this scenario
repeat in E during every [t’, t’+∆], t’ ≥ t : Ni is in
wireless range of (only) those node(s) from (s’ + δ) to
(s’ + 3δ) during [t’, t’+∆], after the latter have chosen
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not to transmit m during [s’, s’+(β +3δ)]. Ni can never
receive m in E - the termination property is not met.
Thus, ε′pi cannot be empty and hence the theorem.
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